Fender duo sonic wiring

Discussion in ' Just Pickups ' started by dinomike77 , Jul 20, Telecaster Guitar Forum. Win a
Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member Giveaway is on. To enter Click
Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the thread about the giveaway
Click Here. Series wiring on CV Duo-sonic Jul 20, 1. Posts: I'd like to mod my CV Duo to put the
pickups in series when the switch is in the middle position. I've googled the process and ended
up with so many different threads that go back and forth. I thought I'd come here with a fresh
post and hope for a definitive answer. Can I do it with the existing toggle switch or do I need an
"on-off-on" as found on Danelectros, as some suggest? There's this Seymour Duncan diagram
that some people say will do it: However, I'm skeptical because I assumed a "stock" wiring
diagram would default to a parallel configuration and I can't read electronics well enough to
know what's properly happening there. Were Duo's wired for series in the middle, originally?
Anyway, thank you for reading and any help would be much appreciated. Jul 20, 2. Posts: 18,
That diagram looks to be putting the pickups in series. Give it a shot. Jul 20, 3. Thanks for the
quick response. And I should be able to accomplish this with the stock switch, do you think?
Jul 20, 4. Jul 24, 5. Thanks for the help, guys. I ended up ordering an on-off-on switch for
Danelectro guitars and followed the diagram above. Did exactly what I wanted. Without the help
from you guys, I may have wasted a lot more time barking up the wrong tree! Here's a shot of
my duo:. Jul 24, 6. Lookin' good! Jul 24, 7. So I never really cared for the two pickups in parallel;
it's a sound I don't even use on my Teles all that much. I figured putting these in series would
give me a tone I didn't have and, if I didn't like it, I wouldn't be losing anything either. Playing
with it this afternoon, it strikes me that this setup can be useful with a couple of different
approaches: 1. Set up your rig for the middle position, treating it as one hot signal and use the
single positions as coil splits to clean things up. Set up your rig around the single coil sounds
and use the series position as a boost. Either way is much more useful to me on this guitar than
the parallel wiring ever was! Thanks again for all the help! Jul 24, 8. Yeah series wiring can
really heat things up. Especially with overdrive and especially with fuzz. Jul 24, 9. Jul 25, Yes,
my '08 CV Duo is a little modded. I prefer it to the Toronado bridge that has a similar plate but
Strat saddles not my fave. Anyway, I bought the bridge years ago just to have it for a future
project. I'd had my CV Duo for a couple of years before deciding to try to put the two together.
This would necessitate a new pickguard, however. The answer was a WD repro of the guard
from a '90's Duo sonic that Fender did with a I studied some pics and took a gamble. Turned out
to be a rare occasion where things just went my way: the screw holes on the guard lined up fine
on the CV, the bucker-friendly pickup routes in the CV accommodated the now-slanted bridge
pickup and the pickguard's cut-out for the bridge plate gave me a template to mount the one I
had. The worst part of the job was drilling through the body for the string ferrules. I botched it
the first time, plugged the holes with dowels, filled and smoothed the gaps wit wood putty and
tried again. The back has a sticker to conceal the scars and you can see the sticker under the
bridge plate, as well. I filled in the boo-boos with wood putty, put some Thompson's on it and
covered it with a Minecraft sticker! It's perfectly solid and, if you didn't know better, you'd just
think the sticker was there in a pathetic bid to seem hip. Finally, the pickups are indeed stock.
This series wiring was the last piece of the puzzle. The guitar is now a handy little weapon.
Paired with a Rat, I can grab and go and accomplish most of what I do. And those are Fender
amp knobs. If you made it this far, thanks for reading! You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Early Mustangs are the
most sought-after models, and for most collectors the golden era of the Mustang only lasted
some months until CBS bought Fender in January Wiring diagram courtesy of singlecoil. That
said, I think it deserves a closer look because you can still buy a vintage Mustang for a decent
price. A little history. The Mustang was designed as a student model, but it became popular with
those who like the unique tone and feel of a short-scale guitar, as well as players with smaller
hands. Stock sounds. The rest of the original electronics consists of k master volume and
master tone pots, a 0. This wiring scheme yielded a total of eight different sounds. You could
use the pickups either alone or in parallel, and either in or out of phase when played together.
Hot-rod sounds. For example, you could wire the pickups in series in or out of phase or install a
more conventional Fender-style pickup selector switch. So how can we make the wiring more
user-friendly while serving up sweet tones? There are many mods out there, but my favorite is
shown in Fig. In this wiring, we skip the pickup phase options and convert one of the switches
into a conventional pickup selector switch. This yields three combinations:. The second switch
is converted to a preset switch. When set closest to the neck, the preset switch overrides the
3-way pickup selector switch. I recommend using k audio pots and a 0. Until then Dirk Wacker
lives in Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar
workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil.

Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. More videos from Premier Guitar. Get our email newsletter!
Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut
[]. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your
Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly
labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in
its creation. Hello and welcome back to Mod Garage. I chose the very simple two pickups with
master volume and master tone configuration because this simple layout applies to a lot of
guitars and you can use this wiring for all of them. Because Fender recently added a very good
Duo-Sonic model to their Player series, and I received a lot of questions about how to mod this
simple guitar, I decided to show this wiring on a Duo-Sonic. You can use this wiring for any
guitar with the same layout. The Duo-Sonic uses a Gibson-style pickup selector toggle switch,
but if you want to transfer the switching to a Fender-style, 3-way pickup-selector lever switch,
you can use a guide made by Seymour Duncan, which you can find linked in this article online.
This results in a proud list of six basic combinations instead of the typical three, which makes
such a guitar much more flexible. There is also another option with both pickups half out of
phase in parallel and in series. For this you need a volume pot for both pickups, so a switch will
be a suitable solution for a Duo-Sonic, Telecaster, etc. Besides the possible pickup
combinations, there are some add-ons we can implement to make such a guitar even more
flexible. Something that I think makes sense would be:. Who wants to end up with a guitar
wiring that needs a written manual in order to operate it? Both pickups together in parallel out
of phase: a thin, hollow tone that can be cool for playing reggae and ska music when using
clean tones, or with tons of overdrive and distortion to prevent getting lost in the mix. Both
pickups together in series and in phase: a loud and beefy tone, perfect for lead playing. Can be
used for clean playing to add a special flavor but also for overdrive sounds. Direct-through
switch: Your signal is routed directly to the output jack, bypassing all controls for a louder tone
with more high-end. Treble-bleed network on the volume pot: preserves the high-end from
getting lost when rolling down the volume. To prepare and fully understand this wiring, you
should plan some time to read all the articles about the individual mods and what they do. For
better clarity, I skipped the treble-bleed network in this diagram Fig. I described in detail in the
treble-bleed article how to connect it between input and output of the volume pot. For the kill
switch, you need to decide if you want a standby switch or a momentary kill switch, as
described in the corresponding articles. Your best bet is to mod your pot as described in the
corresponding article. As always, you can experiment with the type and value of the tone cap.
For a better overview, I used individual switches for the diagram instead of push-pull pots. So,
there we have it. Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When
not working at his guitar workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact
him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. Neck pickup by itself. More videos
from Premier Guitar. Stratocaster Tone Split Mod. Stratocaster Direct-Through Mod. Get our
email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God
Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori
Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is
clearly labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no
involvement in its creation. Fender Duo sonic Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified
up to standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the
circuit as simplified shapes, and the aptitude and signal associates amid the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives opinion about the relative slant and settlement of devices and terminals
on the devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would
perform more detail of the creature appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic notation to heighten interconnections over subconscious appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create determined that every the
associates have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams affect
the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use customary
symbols for wiring devices, usually every other from those used on schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not and no-one else acquit yourself where something is to be installed, but
also what type of device is visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling spacious is shown
by one symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a every other symbol, and a surface
fluorescent buoyant has another symbol. Each type of switch has a swing parable and fittingly
get the various outlets. There are symbols that produce a result the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to take on board association of the domicile to the public

electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will along with include panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as ember alarm or closed
circuit television or other special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing
was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships to:. United States and
many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Start of add to
list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 23, PST. Seller's other
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item
that has been used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully
operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has
been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the
condition. Please feel free to ask if you have any questions! We ship internationally but cannot
falsify shipping documents. Thanks for looking,,. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 23, PST. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab See details.
Seller: ss Seller's other items. Used: An item that has been used previously. This came out of a
Fender Duo Sonic. This means that they are K pots made by CTS in the 9th week of The actual
pot reading of the volume is K and the tone is K. The capacitor is a really cool looking yellow
Astron. There are 3 nuts and 3 washers for mounting. There is no common ground wire, as
Fender used a metal mounting or shielding plate to do that. The harness will require
professional installation. Since its debut in , the Duo-Sonic has found its way into the hands of
genre-defining artists, becoming an underground sensation that helped create alternative music
in the dingy clubs of New York City. A surprisingly hip guitar with upgraded contemporary
features, this instrument features slick style and a unique sound that's perfectly at home in
modern music. Designed for authentic Fender toneâ€”with a bit of an edgeâ€”our Player Series
pickups are crisp and articulate, a modern tweak of our classic sound. A hardtail bridge
enhances vibration transfer resulting in increased sustain while the six individual saddles can
be adjusted for precise intonation along each string. Adding another fret lets you bend the
highest D up to an E, giving you access to four octaves of musical possibilities. Yes, please
have a dealer in my area contact me using the information I have submitted. I understand that
my information will be shared with the dealer and may be used by the dealer to facilitate this
contact. Model : product Fingerboard Material Maple Pau Ferro. Select Styles for Availability.
Size Matters Not Since its debut in , the Duo-Sonic has found its way into the hands of
genre-defining artists, becoming an underground sensation that helped create alternative music
in the dingy clubs of New York City. Highlights Specs Support Highlights. Body Shape. Neck
Material. Bridge Pickup. Bridge Pickup, Position 2. Bridge And Neck Pickups, Position 3. Neck
Pickup. Recommended Gear. Custom Shop Guitar Quick Clean - 16 oz. Deluxe Series
Instrument Cable, Tweed. Tooled Leather Guitar Strap, 2". We didn't find any dealers in your
area. Try searching a different location below or contact Fender Customer Service at Loading
dealers Please wait while we search for any available online dealers. All online dealers listed
here will have the specified product in stock, ready for purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to find

any online dealers in stock at this time. Contact your local dealer for operating hours. Email
Address. Phone Number. Comment character limit. Back to the Site. Browse More Premium
Dealers. Start date jan 15, Guitar fender acoustasonic strat wiring diagram. Fender literally
wrote the book on electric basses, laying the foundation for musical innovation and evolution.
This twin pickup guitar features a relatively smaller body and 24 scale length, shorter than your
standard stratocasters. And went for an emg s single coil for the neck and wired them with
some nice active circuitry magic and. A sunburst finish was available around , by which time a
rosewood fretboard had been added and the aluminum pickguard switched out for white plastic.
Like fender's other notable guitars of the period. The first time was random impulse, but the
next two have been intentional. Duo Sonic Hs Wiring Diagram schematic and wiring diagram
from Learn more about fender electric basses. See more ideas about guitar, fender, fender
guitars. By seleniavonarthur February 21, Newer Older. Related Posts There is no other posts in
this category. Search This Blog. Archive February Understanding Electrical Wiring Understanding be Wiring Harness Color Code - My turn to ask for hel January December
Subscribe Our Newsletter. Fender periodically produced technical information, distributing
folders of such information to dealers. This would typically include lists of replacement parts, to
allow easy and accurate ordering of new components. In some cases, as in the list below,
circuit information and assembly blueprints were also provided. Something that made
maintenance of Fender guitars very easy indeed, even to guitarists without the technical
knowledge to describe the fault in their instrument. This level of post-sales care was rarely seen
amongst other guitar manufacturers - at least to the level of detail given here. The Fender
Duo-Sonic was deleted from the solid body range in ; these were the final parts lists for this
guitar. The Duo-Sonic sevice manual issued by Fender in consisted of five sides on a single
folded sheet: cover; list of components - with part numbers and key to diagrams, two sides ;
diagram of disassembled guitar; simplified Duo-Sonic circuit diagram detailing pickup and
control assemblies. This parts list is dated June - shortly after this model was withdrawn. These
sheets are simply a list of parts and their numbers, without prices. Contact info
vintageguitarandbass. Fender Duo-Sonic replacement parts list illustrated The Duo-Sonic
sevice manual issued by Fender in consisted of five sides on a single folded sheet: cover; list of
components - with part numbers and key to diagrams, two sides ; diagram of disassembled
guitar; simplified Duo-Sonic circuit diagram detailing pickup and control assemblies. Got an
opinion on the contents of this page? Disagree with something written above? Please comment.
Fender Duo-Sonic for sale. This Pre-CBS short scale Fender model boasts one of the rarest,
shortest-lived cosmetic variants for the model, with a brown single-ply pickguard, Olympic
White nitro lacquer finish, Desert Sand base coat, and no clear nitro over the color, resulting in
a finish that's still very brilliant and white after over half a century. Plays well and hooks up to
the amplifier and plays crisp, clear, clean and loud. One of the better looking ones I?? In super
clean condition, you could eat off this guitar. Condition is "Used ". Sold as-is, no returns or
refunds. See pictures and ask questions, I am With a poplar body and one-piece maple neck,
this guitar has plenty of sparkle and twang on tap via the pair of original black bobbin single
coil pickups. These pickups are essentially wound Condition is Used. Shipped with Canada
Post Regular Parcel Fender Duo-Sonic in iconic? Desert Sand?? In exceptional condition for a
guitar now in its 60?? Find more vintage guitars for sale at vintageguitarsforsale. There are 0
comments on this page so far. Add your comment. Comment on this article. Email address.
Your comments. Anti-spam question - to catch web robots How many legs does a duck have?
Subscribe to our mailing list. Rose-Morris were selling Shaftesbury-branded Rickenbacker copy
instruments from the late s right through the s. The bass was one of the first models, alongside
the six string and twelve string available from late until about The earliest incarnation was a set
neck bass, produced very briefly in Japan. But production quickly moved to Italy. This bolt-on
neck example was built by Eko, in Recanati, using the same hardware and pickups as fitted to
Eko, and Vox basses built around the same time. It's certainly a fine looking bass, and not a bad
player either. This very early, and pretty rare British-built guitar is branded Hohner London.
Hohner were, of course, a German company, better known for their harmonicas and accordions,
but they were keenly expanding into guitars at the birth of the s. This model, along with the
Hohner Amazon and particularly the Hohner Holborn, bear some similarity with Vox guitars of
the same period; furniture manufacturer Stuart Darkins constructed bodies and necks for both
brands, with Fenton Weill assembling them using their hardware and pickups. These guitars do
have some hardware peculiarities, and they are not the most adjustable of instruments, but they
actually play very nicely, being solidly built out of some very nice woods. Check out the video
on this page. It was broadly modelled on the Fender Stratocaster, and a sibling model to the
dual-pickup Vox Ace. Both the Ace, and Super Ace along with several other models , were
redesigned in with a new body shape, headstock style, and pickup layout - only increasing the

resemblance to the aforementioned Fender. It's a pretty nice playing guitar with some lovely
sounds - check out the videos on this page, and in the Vintage Guitar and Bass supporting
members area. It was made by JMI in England, for the British market, and unlike the majority of
other models, didn't have an Italian-made equivalent. But the New Escort wasn't a slavish
Fender copy, adding Vox's stylish teardrop headstock to the tele-style body, with a stop
tailpiece and two Vox V2 single coil pickups. And it's a pretty substantial, and nice playing
guitar, with a very comfortable neck. Check out the images, specifications, and watch a video of
it in action. There is also extra content in the vintageguitarandbass supporting members area.
Catalog scan. The Fender Lovin' Care catalog consisted of 48 pages of electric guitars, basses,
amplifiers, steel guitars, acoustic guitars, banjos and keyboards. Like the previous catalog, this
featured the company's guitars in a variety of interesting settings around California, from the
Whiskey-A-Go-Go, to the Hollywood Bowl. Several instruments were making their first
appearance amongst it's pages: the Telecaster bass, Montego and LTD jazz guitars, and the
Redondo acoustic. The Eko Ranger series of guitars was incredibly popular in the second half
of the s and through the s, selling in very large numbers. Not a bad guitar; a little quiet, but
pretty playable. These were great value in , and because they sold so many, they are easy to
find and excellent value today. It was the Vox equivalent to the Fender Precision bass, and was
one of the most expensive Vox guitars produced. It was actually a great playing bass, rather
similar to the Precision in feel and sound, but was probably just too expensive compared to an
actual Fender and consequently sold poorly. When Vox hit financial problems in , unsold
guitars and basses were passed on to Dallas Arbiter, who briefly sold the excess Symphonic
bass stock as model This bass, although with a neck date of February , was most likely one of
the unsold Vox guitars sold on by Dallas Arbiter. Check out the bass, and the two video demos
through s Ampeg and WEM amplifiers. The Shaftesbury 'Electric Guitars' catalog was just four
pages long, and contained four guitar models: the six string Barney Kessel-style ; and three
Rickenbacker-styled semi-acoustic models: the six-string , the twelve string and the bass.
Shaftesbury was the house-brand of major UK distributor Rose-Morris , and seems to have been
launched as a response to the company's loss of it's distribution deal with Rickenbacker. The
guitars were mid-priced, and built in initially Japan, and later Italy, by Eko. It featured 6 electric
guitars, 32 acoustic guitars, 3 basses and 1 steel guitar. The sixteen-page Rose-Morris catalog
featured electric guitars by Rose-Morris' own brand, Shaftesbury, and budget brand Top
Twenty; aswell as acoustics by Eko, Aria, and for the first time Ovation. A detailed look at an
early s Fender Precision bass guitar in custom black finish, with rosewood fretboard. The
Fender Precision had been shipping since at least very early - with just one re-design circa This
example, then, shows a model already two decades old, but barely changed since the '57
revamp. Fender got it right first time around, and although there are numerous minor cosmetic
differences, the essence of this bass is effectively the same as it was in ' a simple, single pickup
instrument with a GREAT sound. Check out the demo video through an old Ampeg B It's no
wonder this is the bass that everybody wants! The Vox Stroller was the brand's entry level
electric solid body guitar, fitted with just one pickup and a fixed tailpiece. Although aimed at
student guitarists, it wasn't a terrible instrument, but did lack somewhat in adjustability, having
no accessible truss rod and only a floating rosewood bridge. JMI ceased UK guitar production
in late '67, and combined with decreasing demand for the Stroller, this surely must be one of the
last examples shipped. This is a lightweight bass, short 30" scale and very easy to play. It is an
early example, and as such has a thin black scratchplate and side mounted, coaxial output jack.
Production numbers are unclear, but left-handed examples rarely come up for sale. Not to be
confused with the Gibson ES Artist launched by Gibson in ; this ES Artist was an early model
designed by the Gibson research and development team in Kalamazoo in , the instruments
themselves constructed by Gibson artist Chuck Burge. It was planned for launch as a high end
semi acoustic with style construction central maple block and innovative circuitry - but was
pulled at the last minute, being deemed too expensive. Apparently, several examples were
produced with varying specifications, though exactly how many actually left the Kalamazoo
plant is unclear. Certainly two guitars were sold to LaVonne Music by Gibson in around Read
more about the development of this guitar, with details from Chuck Burge and the story of it's
sale to LaVonne music. By the early sixties the carved top was replaced with a laminate, and
although still a very fine guitar, the earlier carved top examples, with frondose headstock like
the example shown here are far more highly prized amongst musicians and vintage guitar
collectors. The Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennessean, or model was Gretsch's best selling hollow
body of the s. This wonderfully faded example from was originally Dark Cherry Red, but has
turned a mid-orange brown. The original color, however, can be seen underneath the pickup
surrounds. Nickel plated Gretsch Bigsby tailpiece. The Gretsch catalog, or catalog 32, featured
10 hollow body electric guitars, including the newly launched Gretsch Viking; four solid body

electrics, including the Astro Jet - making it's only catalog appearance; just one bass, the single
pickup PX; nine acoustics and 12 tube amplifiers. Pride of place went to the Chet Atkins
Country Gentleman that adorned both the front and back covers. Guitar Repair: fixing fret buzz
and sharp fret ends. Loose frets are especially problematic in certain old guitars, but are
generally very easy to fix. You'll be amazed at the difference you can make with just a few tools,
a bit of knowledge, and a little time. Fixing loose frets can eliminate fret buzz, remove sharp fret
ends, and greatly improve the tone of any guitar. If your luthier bill will be greater than the value
of your guitar, definitely time to have a go yourself! This eight page 'worlds fastest playing neck'
catalog, printed in two-colors contained six solid body electrics, three solid body basses, two
electric acoustic guitars, two electric acoustic basses and five acoustics. The President was a
hollow body electric acoustic, available as a full body or thinline, and with blonde or brunette
finish. It was a great playing guitar that sold fairly well in the second half of the s, throughout
the s, and into the very early s. The example shown here is a full-body depth guitar in blonde and as a guitar, one of the last to feature the rounded Venetian cutaway. From late until , the
President sported a sharp Florentine cut. Naturally, such an electric acoustic suggests jazz and
blues, but many of the original British Hofner President players were part of the rock 'n roll,
skiffle and beat scenes of the late 50s and early 60s. As well as keyboards and pedal steels, this
catalog contains seven guitars, three basses and ten amplifiers - from student guitars such as
the Musicmaster and Duotone to professional models like the new Jaguar. The newly designed
Les Paul Recording guitar was released in , in many ways as an updated version of the Les Paul
Professional that had debuted two years earlier in The new guitar came with a new owners
manual explaining the somewhat complicated controls, their operation, and giving other
specifications, including recommended strings, action and control settings. Functionally, these
basses were very similar, although the Triumph did offer low and high impedance operation,
without the need for a transformer cable. This owners manual details the basses specifications,
suggests a string set, recommended action, and suggests a series of tonal settings for rock,
country and solo bass playing. In the middle of , Rosetti took over distribution of the Gibson
line in the UK. Rosetti were a very big name in Britain, having distributed Epiphone since at
least , as well as Hagstrom and others. Some of these models were so short-lived that they were
actually never included in US brochures. The cover image reproduced in part here showed
some of the earliest demonstration models, including a Victory with a highly unusual white
scratchplate. The Gibson Victory MV, or 'Multi-Voice' guitars had very wide tonal palettes; with
coil-tapped humbuckers they could produce typical Gibson tones, but were also designed to
'out-Fender' Fender. Two models were launched in the summer of Whilst the MVX, was
designed to do everything a Stratocaster could do, the MVII was 'primarily for the discerning
country player' - placing it squarely against the Telecaster. Gibson produced a series of single
sheet flyers in , promoting some of their newer models Victory bass and Multi-Voice guitars ,
Chet Atkins Classic Electric and the already best-selling Sonex Deluxe , and a few classic
reissues 30th anniversary Les Paul Standard and Heritage Flying V - all of which were received
with some applause at the Atlanta NAMM show. These flyers all contained one or more
side-panel, that folded out with model specifications, but were also designed to be reproduced
in guitar magazines of the time without the extra fold out. As an entry level model it was very
light, fitted with the most basic components, and not made of the most select woods, but it's
unique styling, low price and easy playability made for a relatively popular guitar. Initially there
were two guitar models, the single pickup Clubman I and dual pickup Clubman II, and a
companion Clu
honda crv body parts diagram
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bman bass - check them out in the Vox catalogue. The guitar was redesigned in the middle of ,
getting a new Strat-style body, but examples with the older body style were still being shipped
perhaps as early as the start of The Vox Consort was produced in the UK throughout the mid s;
originally modelled on the Fender Jaguar , it was one of JMI's better quality instruments, with
many features not seen on lower-priced guitars. This early example mixed innovative tone
circuitry with Vox's original chrome-covered V1 pickups, for "every possible variation of tone
from bass to sharp brilliance". By the middle of , the model had been redesigned, becoming
less Fender-esque and more Vox - have a look at the redesigned Consort in the Vox catalogue.
There is also a fairly large Gibson section, but it by no means contains all instruments produced
under that brand at the time. Other instruments featured include guitars and basses by
Hagstrom and Futurama , and Brazilian acoustic guitars by Giannini.

